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Welcome to our August 2019 newsletter. 

September and October see significant changes in INTRAC’s senior team. Jim 
Emerson will be joining us in October as Chief Executive (see page 13), taking 
over from Helen Mealins who steps down in September. Clare Moberly, 
Director of Consultancies and Training, is also moving on and she shares her 
thoughts on nine years at INTRAC in our Viewpoint on pages 2-3.  

This moment of transition comes at a positive time for INTRAC. Under Helen’s 
leadership INTRAC has successfully navigated its way through what turned out 
to be a difficult period for many international organisations, with fluctuations in 
funding and uncertainties in the operating environment. As she moves on, 
INTRAC is growing with new staff, programmes and initiatives underway. Helen 
has built new relationships for INTRAC and has moved our strategic thinking 
forward with trustees and staff, to map an exciting future for INTRAC that has 
the championing of Southern civil society at its core. In Helen’s own words:  

“Transitions are never easy, but they are fated to happen. They are easiest to 
transact when things are going well. I leave my role as Chief Executive at INTRAC 
confident in the knowledge that the organisation is well positioned to face its 
future, and that the amazingly talented and dedicated civil society advocates 
and practitioners that make up its number will build on the momentum we have 
worked so hard together to achieve these past few years. Thank you for all that 
you have done and continue to do. It has been a privilege to work alongside you 
all, and I hope that our paths will continue to cross.” 

We have a guest contribution from advocacy expert Helen Collinson, and news 
of all our latest training, projects and publications. This includes a special issue 
of Development in Practice on sustainability in the Gulf region, and a Praxis 
paper on leadership transition from Rick James.  

The other big news is the launch of the next section of the M&E Universe on 
M&E Systems. Join our free webinar on 19th September to hear more about it. 
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“Change in the world only really happens if people 
stand up and organise”: Reflections on nine years at 
INTRAC and the state of play for civil society    
In September 2019, our Consultancies and Training Director, Clare Moberly, is leaving INTRAC to take 
up a new post in Khartoum as Team Leader for the DFID-funded Sudan Stability and Growth 
programme, which is managed by the British Council. We spoke with Clare about her highlights from 
nine years at INTRAC and her views on civil society capacity building into the future.  

Looking back at your time at INTRAC, what are the top three highlights of your work?  

It’s hard to pick just three but our involvement in the Civil Society Support Programme (CSSP) in 
Ethiopia was a major highlight for me personally and for INTRAC. This is a multi-donor fund supporting 
civil society development, led by the British Council, and the first phase (2011-17) provided grant-
funding and capacity development opportunities to over 500 CSOs. As an organisation we learnt a lot 
from being part of the programme, including mechanisms for supporting civil society more directly in 
country, and working in a consortium.  

We also promoted the involvement and 
development of national staff and local 
consultants, and this is now an important part 
of INTRAC’s work. The capacity development 
had a local leadership component. We 
identified organisations offering leadership 
training locally and encouraged them to 
collaborate to deliver this part of the 
programme, with input and mentoring from 
INTRAC. The programme also worked with 
Mango (now known as Humentum) to develop 
Ethiopian financial mentors. Some of the 
cohort and former CSSP staff have since set up 
an independent social enterprise.  

For national staff, we offered a new approach to programme design. This was less focused on 
management and systems and more about how you interact with government and collaborate with 
others to achieve change. We trained members of the capacity development team using a Training of 
Trainers approach to deliver that methodology, and they went on to do it independently. 

The fact that we were engaged nationally on the ground is another reason why CSSP was significant 
and important for INTRAC, as part of engaging with a new reality for civil society as it faces changes in 
funding and challenges to its legitimacy and space to operate. And for me personally, I feel privileged 
to have had the opportunity to work with my Ethiopian colleagues. It was such a pleasure and we are 
still in touch today.  

INTRAC’s work with Danida was another significant learning experience for me and for us as an 
organisation. It was a long-term engagement from 2013 to 2018 , which started with an evaluation of 
the implementation of Danida’s Civil Society Strategy and continued into a second phase. Interestingly, 
in the second phase we adopted a real-time learning approach on how to improve the assessment and 
documentation of the results of civil society support. This consisted of producing various learning 
papers, drawing together Danish CSOs’ experience of tracking and assessing their results and added 
value to Southern CSOs, and reflecting that back to Danida in workshops. INTRAC also encouraged 
DANIDA to set up an Innovation Fund to encourage Danish CSOs to look at partnerships and how they 
shift the power to their Southern partners. 
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This process was also important for us in understanding the pressures on donors that fund civil society 
support and the realities they face – including on their staffing and demands to demonstrate results, 
particularly with an increased questioning of the nature of aid. While donors may want to be 
progressive they can be constrained from doing so, which sets up perverse incentives in the system 
that make it harder to support civil society.  

The third highlight is INTRAC itself. While I was at INTRAC we had 
our 25th anniversary. During this time, we made the transition from 
a founder Director. As I have conversations with different 
organisations around capacity development, I become ever more 
aware that we are facing a generational shift in many parts of the 
world. Lots of organisations that I have worked with were founded 
at a particular time and have leaders that are nearing retirement. 
This is a big moment for any organisation and many are finding it 
hard to make the transition. It is a tribute to Brian Pratt, INTRAC’s 
founding Director, as an individual that he did step down but also 
to INTRAC and its staff and associates that we have managed this.  

As a small not-for-profit we have our ups and downs and exist on tight margins. Yet within these 
constraints we manage to support civil society in a meaningful way.  

I am impressed with INTRAC’s culture and values. It feels to me that they are shared and everyone that 
works at the organisation has a passionate commitment to civil society. Now more than ever change in 
the world only really happens if people stand up and organise, either informally or formally in 
organisations. For me, that’s the essence of civil society and INTRAC makes a small but important 
contribution to civil society doing that more effectively.  

Where do you see civil society capacity building into the 
future? 

There is a shift in civil society organising. The energy is not 
necessarily in traditional organisations but also in 
movements. Both have something to offer and this presents 
many opportunities but also challenges for organisations that 
have operated in a structured aid system, and for supporters 
of civil society. How can we adapt to this new reality? What 
will organisations of the future look like? This is again where 
the generational shift comes in – how do we enable dialogue 
amongst young and older people that are committed to 
social change but using different approaches? 

Secondly, I am pleased to see that as there becomes a stronger debate again around localisation, there 
is renewed and growing interest in capacity development. I am conscious that the terminology around 
this can be contentious but it is clear that organisations in different parts of the world do need support 
to develop themselves, not just in terms of projects but as important and long-term actors in their own 
societies. I do not believe we should retreat into our ‘own patches’ – there is still a need to invest in 
this. Yet we do need to be conscious of how to support Southern civil society in a way which is 
respectful and appropriate, and in which local actors are the ones in the driving seat. The challenge is 
to find new ways of doing this. In my opinion, this is part of solidarity, and solidarity has to have a place 
in our future. We are living in a world with global problems and there is a need for connection among 
all of us who believe in progressive change, and in building a more just and sustainable world.  
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Clare Moberly joined INTRAC in November 2010. She previously worked for many 
years at a senior management level at UK NGOs such as Christian Aid and Oxfam. 
She has more than 20 years of development experience including as head of 
regional and country offices and crisis response in Latin America.  
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Learning that lasts: including whole teams in advocacy 
training  

We all know that familiar story: budget is found for one person from a busy NGO team to attend an 
external training course. She finds the course uplifting but when she returns to her team, it’s business 
as usual. She tries to give a report back in a team meeting, but it’s hard to convey all the learning from 
a 5-day training course in ten minutes. At a planning meeting, she then tries to suggest that the team 
applies the tools and approaches from the training course.  But the other team members don’t 
properly understand these tools and the team’s manager is away on a field trip. So things drift on as 
before and six months later everyone has forgotten about the training course, including the person 
herself!  

This was just the kind of scenario which ADRA (the international development organisation of the 
Seventh Day Adventist (SDA) Church) wanted to avoid when they contracted me to support the 
development of their country programmes’ new advocacy strategies in early 2019.  

ADRA is new to advocacy so they wanted to make sure that all of the ten country teams piloting their 
global advocacy campaign (`Every Child – Everywhere – In School’) benefited from INTRAC’s inputs  – 
and not just the individuals attending the training course in South Africa in June 2019. So people were 
asked to complete a series of ‘homework’ exercises several months before the training course, 
contained in a homework handbook. This made it possible to involve ADRA’s whole country teams in 
the early stages of developing the national strategies and to build team capacity in advocacy at the 
same time.  

Beyond the country teams, ADRA also knew that the successful delivery of the advocacy strategies 
would depend on buy-in from SDA church leaders. Two representatives therefore attended the 
training course from each of the ten countries - one from the ADRA country office and the other from 
the Adventist church, which was somewhat challenging for the trainer as the church representatives 
had less understanding of either advocacy or international development, yet ultimately a rewarding 
arrangement.  
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Perhaps the most innovative aspect of the course was the way in which the development of the 
national advocacy strategies was combined with advocacy capacity-building. As with all of INTRAC’s 
advocacy training courses, participants were asked to apply their own real life advocacy issues to group
-based exercises designed to help them practise various advocacy planning tools. However, ADRA went 
a few steps further in order to fully integrate capacity-building with the development of the national 
strategies. Their approach required two advocacy trainers and extended the course to 7 days. But 
ADRA is clear that the benefits outweighed the additional costs. Here’s how it worked: 

Firstly, we gave participants an hour at the start of each day of the course to apply the learning from 
the previous day’s training when drafting the next sections of their advocacy strategies. This hour also 
provided the trainers with an opportunity to check in on the country teams and answer any queries 
about their strategies. In addition, the course finished early one day so that the teams could finish 
writing the first full draft of their strategies.  

Secondly, once the teams had produced a first draft, we split the group in two and ran two 
simultaneous sessions in which each country presented their draft strategy to peers from four other 
countries. The teams were then given time to amend their strategies in the light of feedback from their 
peers. 

Thirdly, towards the end of the course, we created a whole day for the two trainers to hold coaching 
sessions with each country team so that we could really drill down into the detail of their proposed 
strategies and help them identify solutions to the challenges.  

In answer to the question ‘How useful was this course for the development of your advocacy strategy?’ 
participants gave the course a score of 9.2 out of 10, indicating high levels of satisfaction with the 
approach taken. Participants had to work hard during the course to complete their strategies, but this 
also meant that their `time out of the office’ did not feel that way as they all returned to their offices 
with a strong draft advocacy strategy to share with their teams and churches.  

Learning how to develop an advocacy strategy and then implement it is often primarily a question of 
confidence, as people nearly always already have some experience of influencing powerful 
stakeholders to do something (i.e. advocacy, essentially), even if they don’t realise it. One way of 
boosting confidence is to celebrate and validate participants’ prior experience, which in turn then 
makes it feel more feasible for others to follow their lead.  During the workshop, certain participants 
with experience of a certain aspect of advocacy were asked to share their learning through a brief 
presentation prepared in advance. For example, the Malawi team shared their use of people-centred 
advocacy approach; the Myanmar team talked about their publication of a policy report. These 
sessions were amongst the highlights of the course, in my opinion.  

A final innovative touch was to take the training out of the training room altogether with a visit to the 
Apartheid Museum in Soweto, a compulsory component of the course. As they walked round the 
exhibitions, participants were asked to consider a series of questions to tease out the learning from the 
museum for their own advocacy and campaigns. We then discussed their responses to these questions 
back in the training room the next day.   
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Helen Collinson has worked in international development for thirty years, 
specialising in advocacy, policy research, and public campaigning.  She has 
been an INTRAC Associate since 2008, training civil society in advocacy skills in 
Armenia, Laos, Liberia, South Sudan, and Northern Ireland, amongst others. 

Helen will be leading our Advocacy Strategy and Influencing Skills course in 
September. To find out more, and to apply, click here. 

https://www.intrac.org/event/advocacy-strategy-influencing-skills/
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Our work 
Citizen engagement in public policy in Rwanda: capturing lessons 
learned over a 10 year programme 

In June 2019 we completed a 14-month programme of support to the PPIMA project, managed by 
Norwegian Peoples Aid in Rwanda. Over that period INTRAC consultants supported programme staff 
and partners to: strengthen their monitoring system and improve reporting; improve learning activities 
and skills; build capacity in advocacy strategy design and implementation; and design and deliver 
research on PPIMA.  

The PPIMA project is nearing the end of its 3rd Phase, and INTRAC was asked to help bring together the 
major lessons learned since the very start of PPIMA in 2009. Through document reviews, interviews, 
workshops and numerous skype exchanges, together we produced a book that captures the lessons 
learned and a timeline of key moments that adorns the walls of the NPA office in Kigali and its 
partners.    

The story is inspiring, showing how civil society actors in 
Rwanda have supported citizens to raise their voices and 
encouraged leaders at local and national level to listen. The 
photo on the  front cover of this newsletter shows a citizen 
dialogue from the programme.  

We identified 20 key lessons under six headings: 

 Lessons learned about how to support citizens to 
engage in public policy processes 

 Lessons learned about carrying out effective 
advocacy 

 Lessons learned about building coalitions to take 
action 

 Lessons learned about working in partnership on a 
project like PPIMA 

 Lessons learned about building the capacity of CSOs 
to strengthen citizen voice and accountability 

 Lessons learned about adapting the project based on 
learning and reflection 

There are two overarching messages: the importance of 
taking a long view; and the importance of being proactive.  

In busy programmes in difficult contexts it is often hard to 
grasp just how much learning is actually happening. This 
exercise provided some space – albeit during an extremely 
busy time for everyone involved – to reflect on the PPIMA journey.  

You can download the full Lessons Learned book from the NPA Rwanda website. 

https://www.npaid.org/Our-Work/Development-Cooperation/Where-we-work/Development-Cooperation-in-Rwanda


Girls Not Brides capacity development support review 

Girls Not Brides is a global partnership of, currently, 1200 civil 
society organisations from over 100 countries committed to 
ending child marriage and enabling girls to fulfil their 
potential. Their Theory of Change outlines a vision of ‘a world 
without child marriage where girls and women enjoy equal status 
with boys and men and are able to achieve their full potential in 
all aspects of their lives.’ A key element of the Secretariat’s work 
is to catalyse and nurture effective and coordinated civil society 
action at all levels – including through setting up and supporting 
National Partnerships/ coalitions of CSOs and NGOs to tackle child 
marriage in the countries where they work.  

Earlier this year, INTRAC was commissioned by the Secretariat to conduct a review of the capacity 
development support that they provide to their member organisations. This included formal training in 
advocacy and gender transformative approaches, development and sharing of toolkits, guidelines and 
other resources on designing and implementing programmes to address child marriage, and experience 
sharing and networking through webinars and face to face meetings/conferences.  

INTRAC’s approach to the review included an online survey of over 100 members who participated in 
the various initiatives, interviews with staff and representatives of Girls Not Brides’ National 
Partnerships/coalitions, and focus group discussions with Girls Not Brides’ Learning and Capacity 
development teams. Key findings and emerging recommendations were presented and discussed with 
the Secretariat before finalising the report.   

INTRAC’s review team included Alison Napier, INTRAC Principal consultant M&E, and INTRAC 
Associates and gender experts, Elanor Jackson and Kanwal Ahluwalia.  

 

Partnership and Organisational Development Case Study for 
HELVETAS Swiss Intercooperation and the Swiss Red Cross 

From April to July 2019, INTRAC undertook a case study on 
partnership and organisational development for HELVETAS and 
the Swiss Red Cross. The study is part of the organisations’ joint 
learning process with the Swiss Agency for Development and 
Cooperation (SDC), which is aimed at shaping effective 
partnerships to strengthen organisations and systems in country. 

INTRAC investigated partnerships of HELVETAS and SRC in 
Kyrgyzstan (primary case) through fieldwork, and five secondary 
cases through remote data collection (Guatemala, Myanmar and 
Tanzania for HELVETAS, and Belarus and Ethiopia for SRC). Data 
were gathered through: a desk review; interviews with partners 
and staff of HELVETAS and SRC; key informant interviews with 
SDC, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the 
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies 
(IFRC); and a validation workshop in Kyrgyzstan.  

The findings are presented in a case study report, which provides lessons and recommendations for 
HELVETAS and SRC in defining their future role as INGOs in strategic partnerships with national actors.  
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IRC Nigeria Partnership Review  

INTRAC was asked by IRC Nigeria to help them work out how best to move 
forwards with increasing their partnership work with Nigerian NGOs. 

IRC has been working in Nigeria since 2012.  It substantially increased its 
operations in 2014, when conflict in the North East (the Boko Haram 
insurgency) led to large scale displacement. Its programmes cover 
emergency response and recovery in the three North Eastern states of 
Borno, Adamawa and Yobe, as well as some emergency response elsewhere 
in the country. Presently, IRC’s work with local partners is extremely 
limited, with a relatively small amount of the total country budget being 
channelled through local organisations. However, it took a strategic 
decision in 2019 to significantly increase this as a matter of priority. This is 
influenced by: 

 A desire for more sustainable programme delivery models that do not always rely on direct 
implementation by IRC staff. 

 A sense that it is the responsibility of a major INGO like IRC to build the capacity of local 
organisations as part of the contribution it makes to improve the situation. 

Other considerations are the overall commitment by donors and agencies to fund more humanitarian 
work through local and national responders (the ‘Grand Bargain’), the ability to access more insecure 
areas and improving implementation, for example through better understanding of communities. 

This sits alongside a new drive from IRC HQ to do the same, including the launch of a new Partnership 
Excellence for Equality and Results System (PEERS), which sets out a refreshed organisational approach 
to partnership working.   

INTRAC consultant Rod MacLeod visited North East Nigeria in July and worked alongside IRC Nigeria 
staff to plan the new approach. This included meeting other INGOs already working on partnership 
there (this is still very much a minority approach) and local NGOs to get their perspectives on what they 
want from their INGO partners, as well as IRC staff. The resulting report will feed into IRC Nigeria’s 
strategy for its shift towards increased partnership work. 

Matters to be resolved through this process include deciding when to work with partners, when to use 
direct implementation, and when a ‘hybrid’ approach would be appropriate. Also, it is important to 
determine how IRC will work in partnership and finding the right balance between implementing 
programme activities and building strong independent organisations. The question of how 
organisational capacity is assessed (and by whom) and how this translates into capacity development 
work is also key. Strengthening the ability of IRC staff to work on partnership when the prevailing 
culture has been a direct implementation model will be vital. Finally, learning from experience - and 
sharing with other INGOs going down this same road - will be essential in the very specific context of 
North East Nigeria.  



Coming soon…… new section of the M&E Universe on M&E systems! 

INTRAC will be releasing a new section of the M&E Universe on 16th September, covering M&E 
systems.  

M&E systems enable projects, programmes or organisations to define, select, collect, analyse and use 
information for a variety of purposes. They can range from small, largely informal systems operated by 
community-based organisations through to huge, formalised systems operated by organisations 
working across multiple regions and sectors. 

The new set of papers in the M&E systems section is split into two. The first five ‘introductory’ papers 
cover many of the elements found in a typical project-level M&E system and provide links to other 
related subjects covered in the M&E Universe, such as setting objectives, developing indicators, 
designing baselines, and tools for data collection and analysis. Three new papers deal with subject 
areas that are essential to support a good M&E system – Data and knowledge management, the 
Supporting environment, and Resources for M&E. 

The second six papers are designed to be read sequentially, and deal with some of the most advanced 
subjects in INTRAC’s M&E Universe. A paper on Complex M&E systems describes how M&E systems 
designed to support organisations and complex programmes differ from project M&E systems. Further 
papers address the core elements of complex M&E systems - How complex M&E systems work - and 
describe how they can be used to perform the three key functions of accountability, learning and 
programme management. 

Two other advanced papers deal with the aggregation and summarisation of information across large 
portfolios of work, and a methodology for using M&E information to influence strategic decision-
making across entire organisations or complex programmes. The final paper in the series provides 
some advice on how to develop and implement a complex M&E system. 

These papers are designed for anyone in a CSO/ NGO, large or small, who is responsible for managing, 
developing and/ or adapting and improving M&E systems for their projects, programmes or 
organisations.  

Save the date! 
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Events 

Introducing the new M&E Systems 
section of the M&E Universe Thursday, 19th 

September 2019 

13:00—14:00 

BST 

Join Dan James and Nigel Simister as they present the 

latest new section of the M&E Universe.  

Free webinar 

Click this banner to register for your place 

http://intrac.org/universe
https://bit.ly/2kftZIB
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Publications and blogs 
Praxis Series Paper No. 8. Development tool or civil 
society actor? Understanding social enterprise in 
Kyrgyzstan  

Following on from INTRAC’s earlier Praxis paper on social enterprise in 
Kyrgyzstan (Praxis Series Paper No.3, April 2017), where the focus was on the 
start-up process, this new paper draws on a recent study funded by the British 
Council in 2017-18, and examines further stages of social enterprise 
development in Kyrgyzstan.  Download your free copy here. 

 

Praxis Series Paper No. 9. Leadership Transition: 
Overcoming the threat of Founder’s Syndrome   

This Praxis Paper, written by Rick James, focuses on the challenging, but normal 
process of leadership transition, particularly with founder leaders. 

Download your free copy here. 

 

 

 

Towards a thriving, credible, and sustainable youth 
civil society  

This report, published by The Development Alternative and launched on 
International Youth Day 2019, collates research, discussions and evidence on the 
challenges that youth civil society organisations face and what the development 
sector can do to address them. 

Read the full report here.  

 

 

INTRAC in Central Asia 1994-2018 - Russian version 

Examining INTRAC’s past work in Central Asia, and how INTRAC’s future 
involvement in the region will change following the closure of the office. This 
paper provides an overview of INTRAC’s presence in Central Asia and the impact 
that we have had. 

Now available in Russian, you can download your free copy here. 

https://www.intrac.org/resources/praxis-series-paper-no-3-strategies-civil-society-sustainability-social-enterprise-development-kyrgyzstan/
https://www.intrac.org/wpcms/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Praxis-Series-8.-Development-tool-or-civil-society-actor-Understanding-social-enterprise-in-Kyrgyzstan.pdf
https://www.intrac.org/wpcms/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Praxis-Series-Paper-No-9-Leadership-Transition-Overcoming-the-Threat-of-Founders-Syndrome.pdf
https://www.intrac.org/resources/towards-a-thriving-credible-and-sustainable-youth-civil-society/
https://www.intrac.org/wpcms/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/INTRAC-in-Central-Asia-1994-2018-Russian.pdf
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Transitions towards sustainable development: a view from the Gulf 
Cooperation Council (GCC) region  

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), paving the way to the 2030 Agenda 
for Sustainable Development, became effective in 2016, yet there is a discrepancy 
between the rate of global progress and the 2030 Agenda ambitions. Researchers, 
policymakers, and practitioners worldwide need to focus on realising the 
sustainability agenda in effective, context-relevant ways.  

This special issue of Development in Practice focuses on the GCC states in the 
Arab region and examines efforts since their pledges to the sustainability agenda, 
sharing insights from research and practice in and about the region. 

Contributors reflect upon the role of national visions in driving sustainable 
development and whether they echo local, regional and global sustainability pressures and debates; 
the impacts of sustainability and participation policies in this change; and how these initiatives are 
being translated in the Gulf context of aridity, energy-abundance and water scarcity. The contributions 
collectively identify cross-cutting challenges for the GCC region in adopting sustainable development 
practices, extracting practical lessons on sustainability and social and economic transition that can be 
shared with the wider Arab region or similar contexts.  

The sustainability challenge in the GCC 

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development “provides a global blueprint for dignity, peace and 
prosperity for people and the planet, now and in the future”, and is being translated into national 
development plans and strategies, with concerted action to evaluate progress and bottlenecks. While 
progress is significant in certain goals, there are growing challenges.  

The GCC region has enjoyed a period of prosperity and sustained significant growth, with rapid 
advances in economic, human, and social development. However, the region’s countries contribute 
half the total carbon dioxide emissions of Arab countries and have some of the largest per capita 
ecological footprints. Evidence in this special issue indicates that the transition towards sustainable 
development has started. Recent GCC national visions have moved from infrastructure and state-
building projects to provide frameworks for economic diversification, promoting renewable energy, 
improving energy and water-use efficiencies, and developing a highly educated local workforce.  

GCC countries differ from other contexts in their sustainability processes and pathways, but some 
challenges resonate with those faced by others; for instance, the need for national data collection 
systems and research to produce reliable evidence to inform policy-making. For GCC countries, it is 
critical to build an evidence base for action, so the SDGs can be appropriately integrated into policies 
and existing projects. Despite commonalities, Gulf and Arab countries each have distinctive needs, 
priorities, and economic, political, and social contexts that must be reflected in implementation plans. 

Global challenges to sustainable development have been driven by broad ‘megatrends’, such as 
changing demographic profiles, economic and social dynamics, technological advancements, and 
environmental deterioration. The impacts and interactions among these trends and changes in 
economic, social and environmental conditions need to be better understood.  

Defining ‘success’ needs to balance the spirit of the 2030 Global Sustainability Agenda with local 
realities and needs. The SDGs’ interlinked nature should be reflected when planning or evaluating, 
maximising impact and increasing the likelihood of achieving the real transformative potential of the 
SDGs. Participatory practices creating ownership among communities and across stakeholders are key. 
Partnerships with multiple stakeholders, including civil society, public sector, private sector, and 
academia should be established, with citizens at the centre of any real sustainability transition.  

Find out more, and read the open access articles, here.  
 

This text has been adapted from the editorial article written by Suzanne Hammad, which appears in 
Development in Practice Special Issue 29.5  

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cdip20/29/5?nav=tocList
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INTRAC training 
Advocacy Strategy and Influencing Skills     

Oxford, 23 – 27 September 2019  

Course fee: (Residential) £1,615; (Non-Residential) £1,215  

Learn how to influence powerful stakeholders and policy processes in a range of contexts. This course 
will help you understand how to develop and monitor effective advocacy strategies. You will explore 
tools for analysing where power lies on your issue and who has a stake in it. You will learn how to 
develop a Theory of Change and how to tailor your advocacy to the interests of those you seek to 
influence. You will also learn skills in communicating an advocacy message, face-to-face influencing 
techniques, using the media, public campaigning, and research for advocacy purposes.   

Advocacy Strategy and Influencing Skills course profile 

 

Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning (Online) 

Online, 2 October – 13 November 2019   

Course fee: £675  

Our popular online course is designed for people who are relatively new to Monitoring, Evaluation and 
Learning (MEL), whether they are early career professionals, or more experienced practitioners who 
are switching careers and/or have never received formal training in this field. The course covers the 
whole MEL cycle, from clarifying the purposes of MEL to planning and selecting the most appropriate 
indicators and objectives, to collecting data, analysing it, reporting and - last but not least! - learning.    

Online Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning course profile 

 

Advanced Monitoring and Evaluation 

Oxford, 18 – 22 November 2019  

Course fee: (Residential) £1,770; (Non-Residential) £1,360  

Are you an experienced M&E practitioner facing complex challenges in your work? This 5-day face-to-
face participatory course uses case studies and practical examples from the trainers and participants 
to illustrate and explore issues and build on your and other participants' knowledge. All participants 
will have previous experience in designing and managing M&E systems.  

Advanced Monitoring and Evaluation course profile 

 

To find out more about our other upcoming courses, please make sure to check our website.   

For further information, please email us at training@intrac.org.  

https://www.intrac.org/event/advanced-monitoring-evaluation-september-2019/
https://www.intrac.org/wpcms/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/2019-20-Advanced-Monitoring-and-Evaluation-Oxford.pdf
https://www.intrac.org/event/advanced-monitoring-evaluation-september-2019/
https://www.intrac.org/event/advanced-monitoring-and-evaluation-november-2019/
https://www.intrac.org/wpcms/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/2019-20-Advocacy-Strategy-and-Influencing-Skills.pdf
https://www.intrac.org/event/advocacy-strategy-influencing-skills/
https://www.intrac.org/event/advanced-monitoring-evaluation-september-2019/
https://www.intrac.org/wpcms/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/2019-20-Online-Monitoring-Evaluation-and-Learning-outline.pdf
https://www.intrac.org/event/advanced-monitoring-evaluation-september-2019/
https://www.intrac.org/event/monitoring-evaluation-oct-nov-2019/
https://www.intrac.org/how-we-work/training/upcoming-courses/
mailto:training@intrac.org
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Catherine Allen, Principal Consultant  

Catherine joined INTRAC in July 2019. She brings over 25 years’ field-to-policy level 
experience of international development, applying her skills in the context of 
sustainability, inclusion and poverty reduction across many countries in Africa, 
Asia and the Pacific.    

She has led the design and delivery of complex programmes and evaluations, 
assessments and studies using both qualitative and quantitative techniques – 
examples includes; agricultural value chain analysis, social impact assessments, 

due diligence, vulnerability assessments, scoping studies and baseline. 

Catherine has a Bachelor’s degree in Agriculture from University of Leeds, a Masters degree from 
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, and gained a DFID fellowship for a 6-month professional 
development programme at ICRA in Wageningen, The Netherlands.  

 

Nicole Titera, Training Manager  

In her current role as the Training Manager at INTRAC, Nicole is responsible for the 
strategic and operational management of INTRAC’s training portfolio including face
-to-face, and blended and online learning programmes. She takes a leading role in 
the delivery of Instructional Design-related consultancy work. This involves 
blending face to face capacity development interventions with online learning 
components such as the production of educational videos, design of learning 
activities, interactive webinar design and Moodle site administration. 

With a background in project management of capacity development interventions, she is familiar with 
best practices in adult learning for the civil society sector. Her thematic specialisms include 
instructional design, capacity development and gender-based violence.  

Nicole holds a joint-honours Bachelor of Arts in International Relations and French from the University 
of Leeds, and spent a year of her degree studying at the Institut d’Études Politiques in Strasbourg, 
France.   

 

INTRAC welcomes new Chief Executive to start in October 2019 

INTRAC is delighted to announce the appointment of Jim Emerson as Chief Executive. We are 
convinced that Jim will provide strong leadership for INTRAC as we reinforce our focus on ensuring civil 
society is locally-led and supported. 

INTRAC has been supporting civil society to challenge poverty and injustice since 1991. Jim joins us as 
we grow and expand our international network and partnerships and use our collective experience to 
achieve real change. 

Jim will take up his role in October. He will lead a strong team of staff and associates, taking over from 
Helen Mealins who steps down as Chief Executive at the end of September.  

Our People 



Oxbridge Court, Osney Mead   

Oxford OX2 0ES   

United Kingdom  

Tel: +44 (0)1865 201851  

Fax: +44 (0)1865 201852  

info@intrac.org   

www.intrac.org 
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